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About This Game

-This game is based on russian movie "Green elephant" or "Zeleniy slonik". This is a platformer/shooter game with quest
elements and a lot of humor and fun moments.

-The goal of the game is to find a key on diffent levels and run away from dangerous enemies and defeat powerfull bosses at the
end of each level!

-Main characters are two officers that try to run from the military jail. They will fight with different enemies on a lot of
locations such as: "Jail", "Forest", "Beach", "Hospital" and so on.
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Title: Green Elephant 2D
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
4Fufelz
Publisher:
4Fufelz
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space

Additional Notes: Microsoft Xbox 360 Controller or Direct Input compatible controller

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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green elephant 2d. green elephant 2d скачать торрентом. green elephant 2d скачать. green elephant 2d прохождение

This story is way better than Ransom of the Seven Ships (which is the only other Nancy Drew game I've played), imo. The
puzzles are more logic, and the story is better (I actually found it a bit exciting, and the bad person makes way more sense in this
game.). The pacing is also a lot better - you don't drive or sail around in large areas, but just click around in the academy; you
can get everywhere pretty fast.

The achievements are also guesswork here (they'll popup at the end screen), so just make sure do to the requirements plenty of
times if you're going for them.. I reviewed an older version of this program once, I said I couldn't recommend it for lack of
features, I now gave it another more thorough try and it's still pretty dry of features, but this is something I can live with, digital
painters don't really need that many features. (My favorite painting application at the moment, Paintstorm Studio is also rather
dry of features although nowhere near as much as black ink is) the bottom line of what I'm about to say is that for some tasks
such as texture creation, black ink excels, but for typical digital painting it's sadly just not a very good choice.

Forget about text tools or image editing shenanigans, this program has only a few features in it. Zoom/Pan/Rotate,
Rectangular/Elliptical/Polygonal and Lasso selection tools, Fill tool, crop, a strange polygonal drawing mode option (draw only
in straight lines) a very minimal layer manager with the most common layer blending modes, (all the ones I use honestly, which
are color dodge overlay and multiply), there's also color, screen, hard/soft light, color burn and difference, yes those are all the
blending modes, not super diverse like krita and photoshop, but good enough for the vast majority of people)

And finally, it has a massive, gigantic brush engine with capabilities for customization far beyond all other brush engines in
every other digital painting program yet somehow despite all that... still manages to fall short in the most basic task of just
creating a simple rounded, default~ish brush. Because of this black ink's proudly presented brush engine somehow fails to
ground itself, it fails to provide a good starting point, it's like a beautiful castle that puts all the other castles to shame with it's
beauty except for the fact that it's built on sand. So with it you can essentially create super complex textured brushes and brush
behaviors, gradient tools and you can even set up a brush to create a customizable pattern over the entire canvas (per-stroke),
something I haven't seen anywhere else, the closest thing I've seen is krita and paintstorm's multi-brush thingys, but both of
these fail M.I.S.E.R.A.B.L.Y. in performance compared to Black INK's. You can even literally program your brushes, (a feature
very much liked by someone as nerdy as me)

But if you ever by any chance want to just use a simple rounded brush, Black INK becomes very useless, very fast. You'll be
lucky to get a decent airbrush.

I could not create a simple hard brush with transparency and no visible spacing which virtually all other digital painting
softwares have no problems doing besides perhaps MS Paint which isn't even being developed anymore.

Now the brush engine's node editor to be used to create super complex brushes is more complicated than I could possibly hope
to learn in a few hours, learning to fully utilize it would take entire weeks. But I've seen the overall big picture of what it can do,
and what it fails to do. You select brush parameters like s ize or opacity and then you have nodes that you can add various
options to, you can do some pretty crazy sh*t once you figure it out but you're actually still bound to using regular old sliders for
the main brush settings like brush size and even pressure sensitivity, the main variables anyways, you can add more pressure
sensitive functions in the node editor and whatever but you can't get away from the sliders completely. But despite all this the
brush engine at it's core fails to achieve what is expected of standard brushes in all other painting software, so here are my pros,
cons and who I think this program is for and isn't for.

Pros:

 The fastest painting software in the world, hands down, no arguments can be made against this fact , You can paint lag
free at huge resolutions like 13k, easy, with SUPER complex brushes at 1000px size, let me emphasize: LAG FREE, this
puts adobe and corel completely to shame, seriously

 The only program I've found that works really well with very large resolutions like 8k without any issues.

 Super advanced, fast, brush engine that can be customized to do the craziest htings you can think of if you have a few
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weeks to learn how to use it.

 It's not expensive.

 Despite it's speed, the canvas is 16-bits per channel by default, most people don't even know what this means but those
who do, you will like this.

Cons:

 Even the lowest spacing option still has a very visible step

 No flow option, only opacity, this makes creation of certain much loved brush behaviors impossible.

 The scatter option does not work as expected (honestly I have no idea what it even does, but normally in other programs
it scatters things)

 Learning curve is super steep, the brush engine is unintuitive and over complicated (requires math knowledge..), I'm all
for making a feature rich super brush engine, but make it easier to understand and use. A potential solution would be
having a "simple" and "advanced" mode for the brush settings.

 Super slow development, updates are rare and this is essentially still an alpha product.

 Devs promised mac and linux support *soon* years ago, still haven't delivered on either.

 The UI isn't as blazing fast as the canvas and brush engine, pan and zoom can also be slow but this is mostly an
aaesthetic issue so pretty minor.

This program is THE sh*t for:

 Concept Artists

 Sketching (it is sometimes very nice to sketch with 'weird' brushes, it can give you funny ideas which is desired while
sketching)

 Digital Painters who like "rough" styles

 Texture creation, from surface textures to abstract~ish patterns.(it does however lack seamless mode to create seamless
teaxtures; but you may be able to tweak your brushes to do it automagically)

This program is not very useful for:

 Illustrators

 Photographers/Image Editors (useless for these guys lol)

 Digital Art Students/Beginners (if you want to learn the basics of digital painting, this is like as far away from the basics
as you can get; I recommend SAI; if you have a GPU then I would recommend Paintstorm over SAI as a fantastic
beginner program)

 Comic Book Artists and Cartoonists

So I can to a degree recommend this, if you're a concept artist who wants to create many interesting creature or device
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designs or something in succession, then Black INK is basically pure gold, it's like Alchemy on steroids. Also if you're a
painter who likes rough styles, I mean you basically don't really need things like flow or clean spacing, so yeah, knock
yourself out, you will have to take like at least a week to make sense of the brush engine but it might pay off.

But for most artists which are either illustrators or students learning to be illustrators, this software just isn't polished
enough yet. I really want to be able to use this program thanks to it's speed, but until it is more capable of basic brush
engine functionality as would be expected from most digital painting software, and otherwise more all around polished, I
just can't really do much with it, as much as I like the outside of the box thinking that has gone into this brush engine, I
still need the basic functionality to be there, in fact I probably need it more than all these advanced features. And while
I'm waiting for black INK to get any updates I guess I'll have to settle with what's second fastest, already has mac and
linux support, and has an "advanced enough" brush engine... and it's all this, despite being a newer software than Black
INK, devloped also by a tiny developer team. My point in saying that is back to one of the cons I listed, Black INK
development progresses too slowly.

The biggest obstacle for this program's success right now is most definitely the steep learning curve of the node editor.

I hope the handful of issues I mentioned will be addressed in the future, I will keep an eye on this program's
development but it just still isn'tt there for me yet.

. It's horrible. the music is very cooldowning the stress . i like it very much , sadly it's very short also . pretty nice game to relief
stress during homework.. As a photographer, I was really curious about this VR application so I downloaded it to try it out. I
thought it might be not only a fun virtual sandbox, but also a fantastic way to teach friends about different camera settings.

In short: It is fantastic in concept, although a little light on content but that is to be expected. It's clever, interesting, easy and
most importantly a pretty accurate simulator for the concepts. I can't wait to see how this plays out and I have tons of
suggestions and ideas after just a short session.

Couple minor issues:
- the intructional text on the dock is easy to end up standing on top of when trying to frame close on the flame spinner and it is
unsettling. I thought my Vive ground setting got borked for a moment.
- Up until 1 sec exposure things are pretty accurate and look like the Liveview or Mirrorless viewfinder in a real camera. At 1
second it gets a little strange. I understand the desire to preview, so maybe the preview could be a toggle as a real camera doesn't
show you a preview of what will happen. You have to shoot to see the trails, for example. I can see value in both.

Great work, this could be a priceless photography tutorial platform worth paying quite a bit for when it is fully fleshed out.
Thanks!. Claims controller support, but it seemed almost non-existent. Could not remap shoot to a trigger or change which stick
controlled movement\/direction. And you have to change the "accept\/reject" mapping just to be able to use the A\/B buttons to
do anything else.. I regret this purchase like I regret breathing through my nose inside a port-o-potty.
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Updated Review June 3, 2018:

I'm changing my review from a negative to a positive recommendation. This game actually got updated a while back. I finally
got around to playing it again. They were small little quality of life changes, but they made the game a whole lot more fun.

Before there was very little to do. Now at least there's some variety. There's still no purpose to the game. I mean you can buy
some stuff that helps. But there's no story or progress towards anything, other than buying the expensive item that will take a
while to accomplish.

The core gameplay improved by the simple addition of colors. Now you can match the color to what the crowd wants and that's
pretty neat. There's a reason to mix discs now. The little items you buy sure do help a lot. And the microphone item to buy is
pretty awesome. I love saying stuff and hearing yourself so you can roleplay like a real DJ. That was a very good addition,
probably the best! I chanted "Make some noise" and other cringy af stuff. But hey, I'm home alone and nobody cares here :)

--- Original review is below ---

First of all, the disco closes at 9pm. Really? WTF. That's not realistic. You can drink all the beers, but you hardly notice any
effect on you. You are limited in where you can move, so I don't see why you need to teleport unless you have a really small
playing space.

It's a free game, so you may want to try and download for yourself. It's not a terrible game, but it's not really good in its current
state. There just isn't much of a game mechanic. The VR atmosphere is also not great. The music is okay, but nothing I would
listen to outside of this game.

So you're a DJ, but apparently DJing is about putting a disc on a disc player. Then turning a knob so that it plays that disc A
instead of disc B. You can turn off A or B. You can only play a disc for so long. You scratch the disc by touching the disc as its
playing. The scratching mechanism is too simple and sounds terrible in any event and it's limited.

It's more fun to not play anything and throw stuff at people and drink beer. But I can't recommend this game, even at the free
price. With more updates, this game could be very fun and it could be worth $19.99 or more. It's just not there now and it isn't
fun now.

Rate 4/10. I bought this game so that I could proclaim that I was there at the beginning of greatness.

update: I voted this game for "Most Fun with a Machine" award in the 2018 Steam Awards.. my childhood game loved it then
nice to see it on steam. Yet another copy/paste of the first game in the series, this last game adds some much-needed boss fights
and makes improvements to the mediocre story. It's not bad, but if you've played the first Alien Breed, you've played them all..
to be honest you know, I actually enjoyed The Amorous Adventures DLC, despite how short it was. but this DLC is just bad...
the cutscenes are the most polished aspect of this buggy, confusing, and forgettable questline. half of the 'bastards' were killed
during the course of the adventure and none of them were remotely interesting enough for me to care. so when it was over I
stabbed the remaining handful in the back and Sir Radzig didn't even care. dumb content is dumb.

I got this for 4 bucks, otherwise I would've wanted my money back...
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